Lead time for appointment and the no-show rate in an ophthalmology clinic
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Purpose: The purpose of this study was to determine if there is a correlation between the time in advance an appointment is scheduled and the no-show rate.

Methods: This was a cross-sectional study conducted in an outpatient ophthalmology clinic. Appointment data were analyzed for 51,529 ophthalmology appointments in the computerized scheduling database during a 12-month period.

Results: The average no-show rate was 21.7% and 6.6% for resident- and faculty-clinic, respectively ($P<0.001$). The no-show rate increased, and the likelihood an appointment would be kept decreased as the time in advance an appointment was scheduled increased. With a lead time for appointment of 0–2 weeks, the average no-show rate was 9.1% and 2.4% for the resident- and faculty-clinic, respectively. With a lead time for appointment of 6 months, the average no-show rate increased to 38.3% ($P<0.001$) and 6.9% ($P<0.001$) for the resident- and faculty-clinic, respectively. A predicted no-show rate model showed approximately 2% reduction of the no-show rate for 10% increase of the proportion of patients scheduled within 2 weeks, potentially reducing the no-show rate by nearly 60% with all appointments scheduled 0–2 weeks in advance.

Conclusion: Clinic no-show rate increased as appointment lead time increased. Predictive models suggest that the implementation of a short-term appointment scheduling strategy may reduce the overall clinic no-show rate, particularly in clinic populations with a high no-show rate.
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Introduction

Minimizing the no-show rate and improving access to care are challenges faced by many entities in the health care provision and public health fields. Variability in the no-show rate generates difficulty in scheduling patients and patient resources effectively, increasing wait times, and reducing clinic efficiency. Effective strategies for creating a predictably low no-show rate may keep wait times low and increase clinic efficiency, thereby improving access to care. Short-term appointment scheduling strategies, such as “open access” and “advanced access,” have been shown to decrease the no-show rate and improve access to care, although the impact on clinical outcome is uncertain.1,2 While telephone reminders have been shown to improve ophthalmic follow-up adherence in the pediatric patient population,3,4 studies exploring the application of short-term appointments in the ophthalmology clinic are lacking. Our purpose was to evaluate the relationship between the time in advance an appointment is scheduled and the no-show rate.
Subjects and methods

This was a cross-sectional retrospective study that pooled appointment data contained within the computerized scheduling database at the University of Virginia Eye Clinic. Data for 51,529 appointments for a 12-month period were retrieved for both resident and faculty physician clinics, including twelve resident physician providers and twelve attending physician providers. Reminder phone calls (TeleVox Software, Mobile, Alabama, USA) and appointment reminder letters were sent to all patients prior to their appointments. Only individual physician clinics were considered, and generic subspecialty clinics with no assigned provider were excluded (3,144 appointments). Walk-in patients seen on the same day and patients seen over the weekend were excluded (1,730 appointments). The outcome of a given appointment had been coded in the scheduling database as attended, canceled, rescheduled, or no-show, and was recorded for all appointments meeting the inclusion criteria. Patients who were no-shows were contacted to reschedule appointments, but the reason for not keeping the initial appointment or whether they had been seen elsewhere was not assessed. Both initial and follow-up visits were combined and analyzed. We analyzed 46,655 appointments that met the inclusion criteria, including 14,066 and 32,589 appointments in the resident- and faculty-clinics, respectively.

For the purposes of this study, the lead time of an appointment was defined as the time between the scheduled appointment date and the date the appointment created in the computer system. Both variables were generated by the computerized scheduling database. The no-show rate was defined as the number of no-shows divided by the sum of the number of no-shows and the total number of appointments kept. Patients were scheduled with a maximum lead time of 12 months and 6 months in the faculty- and resident-clinic, respectively. No patient-specific identifying information was collected for the purposes of this study.

The predicted no-show rate model for the resident-clinic was calculated by fixing the percent of all appointments that were scheduled 0–2 weeks in advance and reducing the number of appointments for each of the other lead times proportionally. The known no-show rate for each lead time was then applied to the model distribution in order to calculate the overall predicted no-show rate as the percent of appointments scheduled 0–2 weeks in advance varied. Statistical analysis was performed using the comparison of proportions test (Z-test).

Results

At 6 months lead time for appointment, the likelihood that a given scheduled appointment was kept and not canceled, rescheduled, or resulted in a no-show, was 58.8% and 41.1% for faculty and resident patients, respectively (Figure 1). Appointments that were identified by the scheduling system as canceled or rescheduled were not counted as a no-show. The average no-show rate was 21.7% and 6.6% for resident patients and faculty patients, respectively (P<0.001). The daily no-show rate was higher and more variable in the resident clinic than the faculty clinic, with variances of 86.5% and 15.2%, respectively.

With a lead time for appointment of 0–2 weeks, the average no-show rate was 9.1% and 2.4% for the resident- and faculty-clinic, respectively. As shown in Figure 2, the no-show rate increased as the lead time increased. With a lead time of 6 months to appointment, the no-show rate was significantly greater compared with 0–2 weeks lead time, increasing to 38.3% (P<0.001) and 6.9% (P<0.001) at 6 months for resident and faculty patients, respectively. Subgroup analyses by sex and age showed similar results (data not shown). The trend toward increasing no-show rates continued in the faculty clinics, which included appointments up to 12 months.

The lead time model distribution predicted that the no-show rate in the resident clinic would decrease by 1.7% points for every 10% increment of appointments scheduled with 0–2 weeks lead time (Figure 3). According to this model, the no-show rate would be reduced in the resident clinic population by nearly 60% if all appointments were scheduled 0–2 weeks in advance.

Figure 1 Rate of appearance for appointment by number of months in advance an appointment was scheduled. Resident patients are scheduled a maximum of 6 months in advance while faculty patients are scheduled a maximum of 1 year in advance.
Discussion

A high no-show rate at the clinic and variability in the no-show rate can lead to clinic over and under staffing, generate variable high wait times, reduce access to clinics, and decrease clinic efficiency. Our clinics and others will often target a threshold less than 5%–10%, in order to avoid disruption of clinic operations. In our study, the no-show rate increased as the appointment lead time increased. This correlation was much more pronounced in the resident clinic population, where the no-show rate was high and variable, than in the faculty clinic population, where the no-show rate was lower and less variable. We did not evaluate the reasons for the difference in the no-show rate between the resident- and faculty-clinics, which may have been related to socioeconomic or other variables of the patient population, including a higher rate of uninsured patients in the resident clinic compared with the faculty clinic.

In our clinic population, we use an automated voice phone message and letters as appointment reminder methods. The use of text message reminders have increased compliance by reducing nonattendance in pediatric cataract patients and in a general ophthalmology clinic. Text messaging systems have also been useful for improving follow-up for vision care in patients with diabetes. In an evidence-based review, mobile phone text message reminders were found to be effective in increasing attendance at health care appointments compared with no reminders, with similar results to voice telephone reminders. While using appointment reminder systems, a barrier encountered regarding compliance with ophthalmic follow-up care is the difficulty in contacting patients. In our study, we did not assess the impact of telephone reminders or letters on clinic no-show rate, although we assume the rate of no-shows would have been higher without these reminders.

The implementation of an “advanced or open access” style scheduling system whereby schedule slots are reserved for appointments with a 0–2-week lead time may reduce the overall clinic no-show rate, particularly in a clinic population with a high and variable no-show rate, such as our resident clinic. This may allow for a more predictable clinic flow and reduced periods of over and under staffing throughout the course of a clinic day, improving clinic efficiency, and reducing patient wait time. In this system, patients who need longer times to their appointment (for glaucoma or other chronic problems) can be scheduled at the appropriate time, but patients seeking earlier appointments may have improved access. Depending on the patient population, partial rather than complete use of open-access scheduling may avoid unfilled appointments. Our study data were analyzed in a model to explore the potential improved compliance with reduced lead time to appointment, supporting the concept of open access scheduling. Our results suggest that other methods of improving access to appointments, including adding providers or improving clinic efficiency, would likely reduce the no-show rate.

Limitations of this study include the fact that it was a cross-sectional study, and did not assess the effect of actual implementation of a short-term appointment scheduling strategy. The potential impact on clinical outcome and patient satisfaction was not considered, and we did not evaluate the influence of telephone or letter reminders on follow-up rates. We did not account for differences in follow-up rates for acute and chronic ophthalmic problems, the patient’s diagnosis, the time of day or week, and whether the appointment
was physician- or patient-initiated. Moreover, we did not determine whether the longer times to appointment were for follow-up medical care or whether these patients could have been discharged from specialty clinic care.

**Conclusion**

Despite these limitations, our study showed that the no-show rate increased as the lead time increased, especially in the resident clinic. Predictive models suggest that same-day or “advanced access” scheduling strategy may reduce the no-show rate. Also, our results suggest that other improvements to access for appointments would be expected to reduce no-show rates in clinics.
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